
Downtime Tracking System 

As companies look for ways to be more 

competitive, the quickly changing processes 

driving today’s new world of work are leading 

many organizations to re-evaluate their existing 

technology infrastructure – particularly their 

collaborative tools. More and more of these 

companies have concluded that their existing 

collaborative solutions built on older platforms 

have not effectively evolved with business trends 

and practices. Therefore, they are looking to 

invest in a modern collaboration platform in 

order to reduce costs and complexity and 

increase productivity. 

Organizations have realized significant value by 

moving from a traditional ActivePlant installation 

to an integrated Microsoft®-based collaboration 

solution. 

Downtime Tracker drives quality, production and 

cost targets though continued measurement of 

production results against targets and tells you 

where, when, how and why production is being 

lost. 

Manufacturing intelligence (MI) is an essential 

requirement in today's highly competitive 

manufacturing environment. The core of 

Downtime Tracker MI system both automatically 

and manually collects, stores and manages raw 

data rapidly, effectively, and accurately. 

The downtime system can be configured to 

monitor various plant areas for interruptions to 

production. The user-friendly web interface 

provides an intuitive environment through which 

plant operations personnel can nominate the 

root cause equipment and failure code 

associated with the downtime. 
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■ Better analyze failures, prevent repeat 
failures and save money on needless 
equipment repairs 

■ Improve plant operations and reduced 
plant downtime to improve profitability 

■ Saves time analyzing (and re-analyzing) 
equipment failures 

■ Improve safety by analyzing and fixing 
the root causes of safety incidents and 
lost time injuries 

■ Increase Product Quantity, Reduce 
Overtime Labour 

■ Powerful Reporting, Root & Sub Cause 
Analysis, Export to MS Excel, and 
Personalized Reports 

At a Glance 

■ Identify excessive 
employee driven line-
stop root-cause 

■ Reduce Unscheduled 
Downtime 

■ "Now, if you couldn't 
measure it, you 
couldn't manage it", 
Peter Drucker 
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Why IES Group? 
With a over a decade of experience and many credible 

customers across North America; IES is uniquely 

positioned to help manufacturing companies achieve 

excellence in production efficiency. Our experience 

has given us significant expertise in manufacturing 

optimization, management and consulting.  

Overview 


